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Agile Cloud
Transition your communication & contact 
centre infrastructure to the Agile Cloud 

• Create a roadmap to the cloud for
complex systems and legacy infrastructure.

• Capitalise on existing investments.
• Take advantage of the latest technology

features & capabilities.
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Introducing
Agile Cloud
Agile Cloud combines the performance, 
security and feature-rich functionality of a 
private cloud solution with the scalability, 
simplicity and on-demand commercial 
model of a public cloud platform.
 
FourNet’s Agile Cloud is an award-winning cloud platform that 
delivers innovative Unified Communication and Contact Centre 
services to public and private sector customers across the UK and 
beyond. Trusted by a wide range of organisations, 4net’s Agile 
Cloud enables our customers to manage the risk and complexity 
of migrating services to the cloud at their own pace.
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Organisations are facing change on an unprecedented scale, driven by economic uncertainty, 
rapid advances in technology and changing ways of working. The ability to embrace change 
will determine whether your business is ready and able to serve the demands of your customers.

Pace of change
The explosion in on-demand services means that customers expect contact with your company 
to be virtually instantaneous. This extends beyond order fulfilment to include customer service, 
technical support, and queries to the finance team –effectively any interaction with your business 
is now expected to be “on demand”. Your communications platform needs to connect colleagues 
and customers quickly and effectively.

Changing ways of working
Flexible strategy requires flexible operations – and working practices are changing to cope. 
Homeworking, remote working, outsourcing, strategic partnerships with suppliers, and regional 
offices; your employees need to be able to work wherever they are. To support these new 
operating models, you will need a communications platform that simplifies and standardises 
effective information sharing – regardless of where your employees are based.

Diversified comms channels
Customers have more choice than ever for communications – and they tend to use them all. As 
well as a phone-based contact centre, you will also need to provide access to a wide range of 
other communications channels, including instant messaging, email, video calling and social 
media. Your comms strategy needs to integrate and centralise the channels you use. This 
prevents fragmentation and allows you to enhance your single customer view. You also need 
to integrate comms with your line-of-business applications, such as CRM, to ensure that key 
information about interactions is captured for analysis and service improvements.

Andy Parkinson
Infrastructure Programme Manager

“The flexibility of Agile Cloud 
has allowed us to not only scale 
our resources as we need but 
gives us the ability to create 
a customer journey-driven 
experience, which means that 
we can communicate with our 
customers in the way that they 
choose, helping to improve 
satisfaction, loyalty, and 
retention”

Customer Challenges
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Benefits 
of Agile 
Cloud
How Agile Cloud Can Help
FourNet Agile Cloud enables our customers 
to adapt easily to changing customer and 
market needs by flexing resources up and 
down. This means our customers can respond 
quickly to unexpected peaks, changing 
market demands and seasonal fluctuations.

Significant  
TCO Savings

Quickly Add New 
Services

Resiliency &
Performance

Agile &
Scalable

Future Proof & Access
Lastest Capabilities

Supports  
Hybrid Models

Acess to a Wealth 
of Features

Investment
Protection

Improved Regulatory
Compliance

Our solution provides typical 
savings of 20% over 3 years and 5% 
to 10% over 5 years compared with 
a traditional on premise, capex-
based solutions.

Our suite of solutions can be easily 
trialled and then consumed on a 
monthly pay-as-you-go basis.

Agile Cloud is designed to be resilient 
within our virtual environment. All services 
are provisioned over private WAN 
connections with the requisite bandwidth 
and QoS to ensure a perfect end-to-end 
user experience over any application.

Adding users to support business 
growth is simply a matter of 
purchasing the licenses from our 
simple licensing model. There are no 
other costs or processes involved.

Avoid the pain and cost of upgrades, 
confident in the knowledge that the 
features and functionality will always 
be up-to-date.

Agile Cloud provides the option to 
continue using your on-premise 
solution to maximise your ROI, whilst 
benefiting from the enhanced 
features and capabilities delivered 
from the cloud.

Access the latest suite of Contact 
Centre and Unified Communications 
features from our range of best-of-
breed technology partners.

No need to rip & replace; re-utilise 
existing devices and extend the life 
of your existing estate.

Agile Cloud allows you to collect, 
process and analyse more customer 
data than ever before. Importantly, 
the platform, and supported third 
party apps, are fully GDPR and PCI 
compliant.
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Best-of-breed 
Technology Partners
Access the latest features and functionality from world class providers.

Technology Partners
FourNet’s expertise is in transitioning and 
integrating complex systems. We work with a wide 
range of partners across the full technology stack 
from infrastructureand SIP providers through core 
telephony and contact centre solutions.

We have a wide range of applications already 
integrated into the Agile Cloud platform including 
CRM, back office systems, PCI compliant solutions, 
and workforce management providers.

Choice of carriers
FourNet have direct relationships with UK 
carriers as well as best of breed aggregators. 
We work extensively with Gamma Telecom, 
BT Wholesale, Convergence Group and 
Virtual 1.

Using our consultative approach, we sit 
down with our customers, work out their 
requirements from a business and technical 
perspective – and then from there pick the 
carrier that suits the project.

Built on Avaya
The FourNet Agile Cloud platform is based on Avaya’s 
IP telephony, unified communications and contact 
centre software. Built on carrier grade equipment and 
connectivity we utilise multiple Tier 3 data centres and 
interconnect with over twenty Tier One global carriers 
to deliver Unified Communications and Contact 
Centre services wherever our customers are.

A global leader in digital communications software, 
services and devices forbusinesses of all sizes, Avaya 
has an open, extensible development platform, 
which allows us to adapt their technology to create 
custom applications andautomated workflows for our 
customers’ unique needs. This enables us tointegrate 
Avaya’s capabilities into our customers’ existing 
infrastructure and business applications.
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Bespoke 
Design
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Inherently
Secure
Over the last few years security has moved from 
solely being the concern of the IT department 
to being one of the major issues at the board 
table. Organisations recognise the financial and 
reputational risk of a security breach; but, in 
many instances they lack the resource – both 
in terms of people skills and financial budget to 
address the issues.

Agile Cloud is inherently secure by design:
• Infrastructure security (Tier 4 UK data centres, secure virtual environments, 

pen tested, Manchester to London ‘Fabric’)
• Core network (CAS-T, PSN, HSCN accredited)
• Private Access WAN MPLS
• Private Gamma SIP Trunks with Toll Fraud Detection
• Avaya Layer Security (TLS, Encrypted Calls option)
• Remote Access (VPN, secure SBC client connectivity)
• DMZ available for WebChat and other web apps
• Helps meet obligations under GDPR (through our Agile Cloud apps)
• Monitoring of infrastructure (FourNet ESP)

In addition FourNet offer a wide range of security services and solutions 
including end point protection for customer devices, apps for email and 
web filtering and tailored services for PCI descoping. We also provide 
LAN access control, penetration testing and cloud firewall services for 
our customers networks.
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Simple, Risk-Free
Deployment
Our consultative approach focuses on what our customer wants to achieve in terms 
of business goals and user experience for both their employeesand customers.

Once Agile Cloud is up and running our Intelligent Managed Services can take over; providing 
proactive monitoring, problem management, service desk, back up, disaster recovery and 
more. FourNet’s Intelligent Management Services are available on a fixed-price contract basis. 
Whichever support package you choose, everything is included in one simple, monthly fee. Which 
means simpler budgeting and no unexpected surprises.

Pace of change
A series of discussions with your key stakeholders 
to understand the current system, your plans for 
the future and any risks that need to be addressed 
along the way.

Solution modelling 
Our build a proof of concept model of the 
proposed solution, allowing your decision makers to 
tweak requirements and assess overall feasibility.

Training 
With the model signed off, we begin the process 
of training your employees in how to use the Agile 
Cloud platform most effectively. Training takes 
place in a live environment to provide a true user 
experience, improve buy-in and ensure a seamless 
transition at go-live.

Parallel deployment 
The production version of your xCaaS platform 
is built in the FourNet cloud and tested by our 
engineers.

Testing
The model undergoes final testing by FourNet 
engineers and your team to ensure all risks 
previously identified have been addressed and 
that the system is ready for production.

Hand-over 
The system goes live, your users are activated and 
Agile Cloud takes over at the heart of your comms 
strategy.

Solution Modeling

Training

Parallel Deployment

Testing

Hand-over

Pre-sales Analysis

Copyright 2020®
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Flexible 
Commercial 
Packages
Proven ROI, before you buy
Pricing for the Agile Cloud service is as flexible as the technology itself. As well as 
improving efficiency and coverage of your communications, the platform can also 
offer headline savings of up to 20% over three years when compared to a traditional 
on-premise capex-based solution. Agile Cloud is available as a combination of 
CapEx and OpEx, or full OpEx depending on your investment preferences. You can 
choose the model that best suits your requirements on a three- or five-year contract:

Option 1: Capex & Opex
Capex billed up front and
Opec billed monthly

Option 2: Pure Opex
Capex and Opex billed 
monthly Flex up or down

* License price includes: Agile Cloud Core Build (data centre, applications, SIP) Avaya License rental (Telephony/UC/Contact Centre) SIP Trunks (Resilience, basic DR as standard, DR / BC) FourNet Managed 
Service (SDM: Monthly or Quarterly) NetView Monitoring (optional ‘NetFlow’ App aware) One Major Upgrade per annum (planned with client) Security Layer (Firewall / SBC, SIP trunks and Remote Access 

Professional Services

Network Service Provision

Handsets / Headsets

WAN Rental Costs

Per User Per Month License Fee*

Capex Opex

Telephony User
£per user per month

UC User
£per user per month

Contact Centre User 
£per user per month

To help organisations quantify the potential benefits of Agile Cloud we 
use an ROI calculator to help you identify the Total Cost of Ownership 
(TCO) of your existing solution and show how that compares to an Agile 
Cloud deployment. Flexible Commercial Packages & contract terms 
available over a 3 or 5 year term.

Time

Pure Opex

Capex & Opex

C
ost

Andy Parkinson
Infrastructure Programme Manager

“Moving to FourNet’s Agile Cloud has provided npower 
with a wide range of benefits. The pay per user nature of 
the cloud solution has delivered substantial operational 
savings to our business, as it has replaced the need for 
upfront capital investment and has reduced the cost 
of managing on-premise systems”
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About 
FourNet
FourNet provide mission critical services 
to Public Safety customers including 
South East Coast Ambulance Service, 
Cheshire Fire and Rescue, South 
Coast Ambulance Service, Lancashire 
Constabulary and West Midlands 
Ambulance Service.

We provide highly available contact centre solutions 
delivering 999 & 111 services to the public and back office 
solutions to support a flexible, agile workforce.

Our expertise is in transitioning and integrating complex, 
legacy systems to deliver the latest communication, 
collaboration, and contact centre capabilities. 

Our managed support service and proactive monitoring 
averts problems before they happen, helping ensure five 9s 
reliability for our emergency services customers.

Network
Accreditations

Our
Accreditations

Our
Awards

Easy To
Procure
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Thank you 

0161 864 5130
publicsector@fournet.co.uk
fournet.co.uk


